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Scope of delivery

Lyonnaise shutter catch 

Disconnection lock

Blind rod 
(400/500/600 mm)

  Lyonnaise aluminium angle 
bracket (installed on façade)

   Lyonnaise hook-in lug 
(installed on windowsill)

Plate eye 

or

Installing the Lyonnaise shutter 
catch on the shutter

NOTES
The Lyonnaise shutter catch is available in 
lengths 400, 500 and 600 mm. Check that the 
shutter catch is the right length before install-
ing it.

The shutter catch can be installed on the frame 
of the window shutter.

   Position the shutter catch on the shutter and 
the aluminium angle bracket or hook-in lug on 
the façade or windowsill

  Mark the required fastening position on the 
shutter 

  Use rivets to fasten the shutter catch to the 
shutter
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Installing the aluminium angle 
bracket/hook-in lug

NOTES
The selection of the fastening method is de-
pendent on the substrate and is therefore ex-
clusively your own responsibility.

Observe without limitation the regulations of 
the manufacturers of dowel and fitting materi-
als.

   Open the window shutter as far as it will go

   Hook the blind rod into the aluminium angle 
bracket/hook-in lug

   Determine the position of the aluminium an-
gle bracket/hook-in lug on the façade or win-
dowsill with the blind rod hooked in

   Fasten the aluminium angle bracket/hook-in 
lug to the façade or windowsill

 View from top 

Mounting the plate eye on the 
frame

   Remove the disconnection lock

 Disconnection lock 

   Unhook the blind rod

   Determine the position of the plate eye on the 
frame with the blind rod hooked in

   Fasten the plate eye to the frame with rivets

The shutter catch can be hooked into the plate 
eye when not in use

 View from inside when closed 
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